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$EVWUDFW: Effective use of information retrieval systems requires that users know when to – temporarily – cease
searching to do some reading and where to start reading. In hierarchically structured documents, users can to
some extent interchange searching and reading by entering the text at different levels in the structure. Based on
an experiment where 83 subjects solved 20 tasks each, we find that the subjects spend at least one third of their
time reading, irrespective of whether the system they use offers browsing and/or querying. The subjects prefer
reading the text in chunks that span multiple levels of the structure. As much as 21% of the tasks are solved by
subjects who enter the text at a level above the texts containing the answer and rely on reading from there. In
relation to queries, multi-level texts are used to extend hits with more detail or, occasionally, more context.
Designers should consider how information retrieval systems could exploit document structure to return the best
points to support reading, rather than merely hits.
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In designing user interfaces for information retrieval
systems we need an understanding of the
information-seeking behaviour of the user
population. Whereas interfaces for querying rely on
the users to provide an initial specification of what
they want before they are presented with the first
examples of documents, interfaces for browsing aim
to capitalise on the greater ability of humans to
recognise what is wanted over being able to describe
it. This exemplifies inherently different assumptions
about how users intertwine the realisation/
formulation of what they want (searching) and the
exploration/comprehension of what is available
(reading). In this study we analyse how users
intertwine searching and reading during retrieval
from hierarchically structured documents. This is
done by analysing data from the TeSS experiment
(Frøkjær et al, 2000; Hertzum & Frøkjær, 1996)
where 83 subjects solved a number of information
retrieval tasks using four different modes of the
TeSS system.
Information about the structure of the documents
in text collections has been used to support retrieval

in manifold ways. In query evaluation algorithms,
words from titles or abstracts are for example often
considered more precise descriptors of document
contents than words from anywhere in the documents
(for example, Cleveland et al, 1984; Tenopir & Ro,
1990). In presenting the results from queries, hits are
often grouped according to their position in the
structure. For example, many search engines on the
World Wide Web group the hits by the web site they
belong to. Also, information about the position of the
hits in the structure is sometimes presented along
with the hits to help the user in assessing them (for
example, Hearst, 1995; Robertson et al, 1993).
Finally, in enabling effective browsing of large
documents the structure of the documents can be
used to define fisheye views that balance the need for
local detail against the need for global context
(Furnas, 1981/1999).
In the TeSS experiment, which comprises both
browsing and querying, the hierarchical structure of
the text collection forms the basis for the browsing
facilities, the presentation of query results, and the
extent of the chunks of text that users bring up for
reading. The users’ information-seeking behaviour is
affected by and makes use of the hierarchical
structure of the text collection, as it is reflected in the

retrieval modes. We will analyse this interaction
between
information-seeking
behaviour
and
hierarchically structured text by means of a
distinction between searching and reading:
• 6HDUFKLQJ encompasses the activities that go into
finding texts that are perceived as sufficiently
relevant to the task at hand to warrant closer
inspection. In the TeSS experiment searching
consists of querying by means of full-text,
Boolean queries and browsing by means of
expanding and collapsing the table of contents of
the text collection.
• 5HDGLQJ encompasses looking at the actual texts,
irrespective of whether it is done to carefully
scrutinise the contents or to skim through it. In
the TeSS experiment reading is done in separate
text viewers opened from the main window
where the searching takes place.

start reading. To support users in making these
decisions, designers need an understanding of what
constitutes the best entry points into the text
collection. In hierarchically structured texts the entry
points can be set at different levels relative to the
information that is deemed relevant (Lalmas &
Moutogianni, 2000). For example, access to a whole
section should be provided when all – or most – of
its subsections contain information that is deemed
relevant. To investigate what may constitute a best
entry point, we compare the texts users actually
opened for reading (the preferred entry points) with
both the hits returned from queries and the texts that
contain the answers to the tasks. Finally, we draw
some conclusions of our study regarding the design
of systems for accessing hierarchically structured
documents.

Effective use of information retrieval systems
requires that the users learn when to – temporarily –
cease searching to do some reading and where to
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The TeSS control window consists of four
subwindows: (1) the table of contents, (2) the selection
list, (3) the query subwindow (currently in Venn diagram
mode), and (4) the hit list in which hits are marked with
asterisks.
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Access to the documentation necessary to solve the
experimental tasks was provided through an
information retrieval system, called TeSS, designed
for programmers with a need for consulting
documentation while coding. The user interface of
TeSS includes a control window and any number of
text viewers. The control window (see Figure 1) is
designed to display, at all times, all functions
available to the user and all information defining the
current state of the search. TeSS gives online access
to 3 MB of documentation relevant when developing
graphical user interfaces in the X Window System
(the C language interface manuals for Xlib, X
Toolkit Intrinsics, and Athena Widget Set).
TeSS can be operated in four different modes,
each providing the user with a different set of
retrieval facilities:
• BROWSE. In TeSS, browsing can be done by
expanding and collapsing entries in the table of
contents and by searching the table of contents
for specific strings. The text itself is presented in
separate windows.
• LOGICAL. A mode of TeSS offering
conventional Boolean retrieval where queries are
logical expressions built of query terms, ANDs,
ORs, NOTs, parentheses, and wildcards.
• VENN. In this mode of TeSS queries are
expressed by means of a Venn diagram which
replaces Boolean operators with a, supposedly,
more immediately understandable graphical
image of intersecting sets.
• ALL. The whole of TeSS offering the
combination of BROWSE, LOGICAL, and
VENN.
In TeSS, browsing is limited to the table of
contents and, thus, emphasises the structure of the
documentation. Similarly, the results of queries are
presented in context by preceding them with
information about the manual, chapter, subchapter
etc. in which the hits are located (see Figure 1,
subwindow 4). The hits in the hit list are in the same

format as the entries in the table of contents; i.e.,
they consist of the section number followed by the
heading text. Access to the actual text is provided
through text viewers, which can be opened at any
level in the text hierarchy. 9LHZ EORFN opens a text
viewer with the whole subhierarchy of text belonging
to the selected heading (see Figure 2). This way the
user can retrieve, for example, an entire chapter for
closer inspection. 9LHZ IUDJPHQW, on the other hand,
opens a text viewer that presents the text belonging
to a heading with exclusion of text belonging to its
subheadings (see Figure 2). This may be useful when
inspecting hits from a query because the presented
text is reduced to the smallest part that matches the
query.
Prior to the experiment TeSS was tested through
a couple of informal think-aloud sessions. After an
initial overwhelming impression, no one seemed to
have problems understanding and using the system.
Note, however, that opening a text viewer is a rather
slow operation, taking 5-15 seconds.
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The purpose of the TeSS experiment was to compare
browsing and different forms of querying with
respect to usage effectiveness and the subjects’
information-seeking behaviour.
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The subjects were 87 students in their third year of a
bachelor degree in computer science. The project
was a mandatory part of the students’ education but
participation in the experiment by allowing the data
collection to take place was voluntary and
anonymous. The subjects were first-time users of
TeSS and had no prior knowledge of the
programming tools on which the tasks were based.
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In the TeSS experiment each subject solved 20
information retrieval tasks concerning whether and
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fragment 2.1

block 2.1

Text fragments and text blocks.

Grade
1
2
3
4
5

Description
Failure, a completely wrong answer
Inadequate or partially wrong answer
Reasonable but incomplete answer
Good and adequate answer
Brilliant answer

7DEOH

: The five-point scale used to grade the tasks.

how certain interface properties could be achieved in
a graphical X Window System interface. As
preparation, the subjects completed two practice
tasks. To answer the 20 information retrieval tasks
the subjects had to identify the relevant user interface
objects, e.g. widgets, methods, and resources, and
outline an implementation. As the subjects were
unfamiliar with the X Window System, the tasks
involved a substantial element of learning in addition
to the need for retrieving specific pieces of
information. Some tasks were formulated in the
context of the X Window System in general; others
took the user interface of TeSS as their point of
departure. Two examples of tasks used in the
experiment are:
7DVN . Radio buttons are used in situations
where exactly one option must be chosen from a
group of options. Which widget class is used to
implement radio buttons?
7DVN. The caption on the button “done” should
be changed to “quit”. How is that done?
The quality of the subjects’ solutions of the tasks
was assessed by the first author and expressed by a
grade on a five-point scale, see Table 1. As an
example, medium and high quality solutions of task
5 must identify toggle widgets as the relevant widget
class. A brilliant answer also explains the use of
radio groups to cluster the toggle widgets.
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The experiment was explained to the subjects at a
lecture, after which the subjects had ten days to
complete the tasks. The subjects received a manual
for TeSS and a two-page walk-up-and-use
introduction. The system itself was available on
terminals to which students have access 24 hours a
day. The experiment employed a within-groups
design where all subjects solved the tasks in the same
sequence and each subject was required to use all
retrieval modes. To avoid order effects, the subjects
were exposed to the retrieval modes in a
systematically varied order. The 20 information
retrieval tasks were clustered into five blocks (one
for each of the four modes of TeSS plus a manual
mode where the subjects used hardcopies of the
documentation). The first block was solved with one
of the five retrieval modes, the second block with
one of the remaining four retrieval modes. Thus the

permutations of the modes on the two first blocks
divided the subjects into 20 groups. The number of
subjects did not allow all 5! sequences of the five
modes to be included, and the 20 groups were not
divided further. Rather, the order of the three
remaining modes was kept the same within each
group.
The data collected from the experiment include a
detailed log of the subjects’ interaction with TeSS.
The interaction log gives a time-stamped account of
the commands executed by the subjects. It also
includes task demarcation and solutions reached,
both obtained from a subsystem administering the
subjects’ access to TeSS. This task-handling module
makes it possible to let the subjects work
unsupervised while at the same time enforcing a
strict experimental procedure. The task-handling
module presents the tasks to the subject one at a
time, gives access to the retrieval mode to be used by
that subject when solving that particular task, and
records his or her solution.
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The 87 subjects received 20 information retrieval
tasks each, giving a potential total of 1740 solutions.
However, 113 solutions were not submitted; 19 were
excluded because they included a more than one
hour long period with no logged user activity; 17
were excluded due to technical problems with TeSS;
14 were excluded because it was impossible to judge
the quality of the solution; and 2 were excluded
because they were solved poorly in less than two
minutes, i.e., without any attempt to solve the task.
Finally, 4 subjects were excluded because they
clearly did not take the experiment seriously. Thus,
11% of the solutions were not submitted or excluded.
Of the remaining 1555 solutions 1236 were solved
using one of the four modes of TeSS. The data from
the use of hardcopies of the documentation are too
coarse-grained to be included in the present study.
The 1236 solutions analysed in this study are the
result of 565 hours of work performed by 83
subjects.
For the purpose of this paper a number of overall
measures of the subjects’ information-seeking
behaviour have been extracted from the interaction
log, for example the percentage of the task
completion time spent reading as opposed to
searching. The data analysis should ensure that these
behavioural measures reflect differences between the
retrieval modes only. Due to the within-groups
design, differences between subjects have to be
accounted for; otherwise the dispersion of the
subjects’ mean behaviour, for example between
consistently searching-biased and consistently
reading-biased subjects, might blur differences
pertaining to the retrieval modes. Following Dix et al
(1998, pp. 423-427) this is avoided by aligning each
subject’s behaviour with the global mean behaviour.
Differences between the tasks must also be taken into

account because not all tasks have been solved
exactly equally many times with each retrieval mode.
For each behavioural measure, v, subjecti’s
behaviour on taskj is adjusted as follows:
v’ij = vij - (msi - m) - (mtj - m)
where v’ij is the adjusted behaviour, vij is the
measured behaviour, (msi - m) is the difference
between the subject mean and the global mean, and
(mtj - m) is the difference between the task mean and
the global mean. After this adjustment, the
behavioural measures have been analysed by
pairwise comparisons of the retrieval modes using ttests.
Finally, the text fragments containing the answers
to the tasks were identified (by the first author) to
enable analysis of the relationship between these
target texts and the texts inspected by the subjects.
The 20 tasks had an average of 2.7 target texts. For
15 of the tasks each target text contained the
information needed to solve the task; the remaining
five tasks required the combination of information
from several target texts.
 5HVXOWVDQG'LVFXVVLRQ

Hertzum & Frøkjær (1996) found that the four
modes of TeSS are equal in terms of the quality of
the subjects’ solutions of the tasks but differ with
respect to the time spent reaching the solutions (see
the first row in Table 2). Below we will investigate
how the subjects combine searching and reading, and
to what extent this aspect of their informationseeking behaviour depends on the retrieval mode
they have available.
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Table 2 summarises how reading entered into solving
the tasks. The subjects use 9LHZ EORFN the least in
BROWSE and the most in LOGICAL. The average
difference between these two retrieval modes is one
9LHZ EORFN command per task – the only significant
difference for this behavioural measure. For 9LHZ
IUDJPHQW, the only significant difference is the 51%
increase going from VENN to ALL. The total
number of viewers opened with either 9LHZ EORFN or
9LHZ IUDJPHQW does not differ significantly across
the four retrieval modes (Hertzum & Frøkjær, 1996).
However, the subjects display a notable preference
for 9LHZ EORFN, which is used more than twice as
often as 9LHZ IUDJPHQW. This preference is
significant for each of the four retrieval modes (ttests, p<0.0001).
For all four retrieval modes, the first 25-28% of
the task completion time is spent searching and only
then do the subjects open their first text viewer to
start reading. The subjects stop reading well before
the end of a task and spend the last 17-22% of their
task completion time doing additional searching and
writing down their answer to the task.

Time spent on task
(decimal minutes)
9LHZEORFN

BROWSE

LOGICAL

VENN

ALL

Significant differences (t-tests, p<0.05)

23.08

30.02

25.53

30.77

BROWSE < VENN < LOGICAL, ALL

3.56

4.67

4.10

4.05

BROWSE < LOGICAL

(commands per task)
9LHZIUDJPHQW

1.47
1.68
1.32
1.99
VENN < ALL
(commands per task)
Time to first viewer
25%
25%
28%
28%
LOGICAL < ALL, VENN
(pct. of time spent on task)
BROWSE < VENN
Time from last viewer
22%
19%
17%
18%
VENN, ALL, LOGICAL < BROWSE
(pct. of time spent on task)
Time in text *
39%
38%
35%
35%
VENN, ALL < LOGICAL, BROWSE
(pct. of time spent on task)
* Time in text is defined as the time from a viewer is opened to the following command is issued, accumulated over all
viewers. As some subjects left viewers open for later reference, the time in text gives a lower bound for the reading time.
7DEOH

Behavioural measures.

Accumulated over all text viewers opened during
a task, the time spent reading, as opposed to
searching, amounts to 35-39% of the task completion
time. The time spent reading the text in a viewer is
defined as the time from the viewer is opened to the
following command is issued. For 64% of the 7058
viewers this command closes the viewer, suggesting
that the subjects feel they derived everything useful
from the text during their first reading of it. The
remaining 36% of the viewers stay open when the
subjects resume searching and they may have
returned to these viewers later. Thus, the time in text
gives a lower bound for the reading time: The
average subject spend DWOHDVW one third of his or her
time reading, irrespective of retrieval mode. In the
middle part of the tasks (the period from the first to
the last viewer) the subjects spend more time reading
than searching.
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In TeSS, queries are matched against text fragments
and, hence, a hit corresponds to the text belonging to
a heading with exclusion of text belonging to its
subheadings. That is, the hits are as specific as
possible (this is in accordance with the suggestion
advanced in Chiaramella et al, 1996). The users are
however not restricted to this maximum level of
specificity in their access to the texts. Apart from
opening hits with 9LHZ IUDJPHQW, the users can: (1)
Get more detail by opening hits with 9LHZ EORFN.
This gives the user access to a text block that starts
with the text fragment that matches the query but
also includes the text belonging to its subheadings.
(2) Get more context by opening one of the headings
that lead in to the hits (see Figure 3).
In situations – such as the TeSS experiment –
where solving a task involves a substantial element
of learning we must expect that people will often
need more information than they can find in hits that

are as specific as possible. The lead-in headings were
included in the hit list to position the hits in the
overall structure of the text collection and to give the
users access to all the higher-level text blocks that
contain hits. We saw above (Table 2) that the
subjects used 9LHZEORFN more than twice as often as
9LHZ IUDJPHQW, but was this to get more detail or
more context? For the three retrieval modes that
involve querying, Table 3 shows how often the
subjects opened a lead-in heading to start reading at
a level above the actual hits, presumably to extend
them with more context. The hits from a query form
a set of suggested entry points into the texts, and it is
apparent that these suggested entry points have a
strong influence on the subjects’ information-seeking
behaviour. In LOGICAL the subjects have not
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Hit list
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2.1
*
2.1.2
*
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* 2.3
hits to appear
in hit list

)LJXUH  The hit list contains the headings of the text
fragments that match the query (the hits) and the headings
that lead in to the hits. Each heading consists of the
section number and the heading text. The hits are marked
with asterisks, whereas lead-in headings are unmarked.

Level of lead-in viewer

LOGICAL

Level 0 (entire manual)
Level 1 (chapter)
Level 2 (subchapter)
Level 3 (sub subchapter)
Level 4 (sub sub subchapter)
Total
7DEOH

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

VENN

(0 of 0)
(0 of 224)
(0 of 581)
(0 of 688)
(0 of 85)
(0 of 1578)

0%
0.4%
1%
0.3%
0%
0.5%

100%
33%
19%
3%
0%
15%

(13 of 13)
(62 of 186)
(86 of 447)
(15 of 469)
(0 of 45)
(176 of 1160)

: Viewers of lead-in headings for the three retrieval modes that involve querying.

opened a single lead-in heading for reading; in
VENN it has only happened a marginal number of
times; and in ALL 15% of the viewers open a lead-in
heading. The 184 lead-in viewers are opened one to
four levels above the hits1. As much as 72% of the
lead-in viewers are just one level above a hit, 22%
are two levels above, 5% are three levels above, and
1% is four levels above. That is, the subjects use
lead-in viewers sparingly or not at all, and when
lead-in viewers are used it is typically to move just
one level up relative to the hits.
Lead-in viewers occur across the majority of both
tasks and subjects. Thus, lead-in viewers do not seem
to be specific to particular tasks or particular
subjects. It could be hypothesised that the subjects
open lead-in viewers when they observe particular
distributions of the hits. For each opened viewer we
have calculated the number of hits that appear below
it, i.e. in the text block starting with the viewed
heading. The average number of hits below one of
the 184 lead-in viewers is 2.35. This is slightly more
than the average of 1.75 hits below the 4017 non
lead-in viewers and weakly indicates that lead-in
viewers are used when multiple hits cluster in
different subparts of the same text block. However,
further work is required to arrive at
recommendations regarding how big a cluster of hits
needs to be before retrieval algorithms should
replace the individual hits with a hit that contains the
individual hits by being at a higher level in the
structure of the collection.
If lead-in viewers co-occur with extensive
browsing it could further be hypothesised that the
subjects utilise the browsing facilities to explore the
hit list and thereby get interested in texts other than
those returned as hits from the queries. This could
explain why lead-in viewers appear in ALL but
virtually not in LOGICAL and VENN, which include
no browsing facilities. This explanation is, however,
not supported by the data. For ALL, the proportion
of browsing commands executed in the solutions
containing a lead-in viewer is about the same as in
the solutions without a lead-in viewer. We have not
been able to find evidence for any of our tentative

explanations of why lead-in viewers occur almost
exclusively in ALL.
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Figure 4 shows how the hierarchical structure of the
text collection can be used to divide the viewed texts
into four groups depending on their position relative
to the target texts. The target texts are the text
fragments containing the answers to the tasks. Thus,
the answer to a task is available to a subject
whenever she/he views an on-target text and when
he/she views an above-target text with 9LHZEORFN. In
the first case the target text has been identified by
searching; in the second case the subject enters the
text above the target text and attempts to identify it
by reading. Texts below or off target do not contain
the answers to the tasks but may contain information
that helps subjects subsequently find the target texts.
Table 4 shows the relationship between opened
viewers and target texts. During 46-58% of the
subjects’ solutions of the tasks (row 1) the subjects
viewed at least one on-target text. The subjects may
have spent a long time finding this text and they may
subsequently open additional viewers to consolidate
their interpretation of it. These solutions are,
however, evidence of an information-seeking
behaviour where the target text was identified
through searching. Contrary to this, 17-25% of the
Table of contents
2
2.1
2.1.1


2.1.2.1
2.1.2.2
2.1.3
2.2
2.3

The depth of the document collection is five, so viewers
cannot be more than four levels above a hit.

Above target
On target
Below target
Off target

3
Definitions of DERYH WDUJHW, RQ WDUJHW, EHORZ
, and RII WDUJHW relative to a target text, here text
fragment 2.1.2.
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1

(0 of 0)
(1 of 226)
(5 of 542)
(2 of 609)
(0 of 86)
(8 of 1463)

ALL

WDUJHW

BROWSE
At least one viewer is on target
Best viewer is above target, 9LHZEORFN
Best viewer is above target, 9LHZIUDJPHQW
All viewers are below target
All viewers are off target
Total
7DEOH

142
76
3
7
82
310

(46%)
(25%)
(1%)
(2%)
(26%)
(100%)

LOGICAL
158
64
6
9
70
307

(51%)
(21%)
(2%)
(3%)
(23%)
(100%)

VENN
150
62
2
2
89
305

(49%)
(20%)
(1%)
(1%)
(29%)
(100%)

ALL
183
52
7
9
63
314

(58%)
(17%)
(2%)
(3%)
(20%)
(100%)

Solutions to the tasks, grouped according to the relationship between the opened viewers and the target texts.

solutions (row 2) were reached by entering the texts
above the target text and reading from there. During
these solutions the subjects stopped searching before
they had identified a target text and, instead, relied
on their ability to quickly read a longer piece of text
and spot the relevant parts. The remaining 25-31% of
the solutions (rows 3-5) do not contain a single
viewer that includes a target text. For these solutions
the searching failed to identify the texts necessary for
solving the tasks and the reading failed to enable the
subjects to successfully redirect their searches.
Consequently, the quality of these solutions is
significantly lower than the quality of the solutions in
the first two rows of Table 4: For the first two rows
the average grade is 3.23; for the last three rows it is
1.75 (t-test, p<0.0001). There is no significant
difference in task completion time (t-test, p=0.23).
The number of solutions that is based on opening
an above-target text with 9LHZ EORFN is substantial
for all retrieval modes. This suggests that users
frequently need information about the context in
which potentially relevant texts appear to be able to
assess their applicability to the task at hand. Looking
at the tasks for which the best viewer is above target,
9LHZ EORFN
is much more frequent than 9LHZ
IUDJPHQW.
This may indicate that the subjects
intentionally enter the text at a general level and
from the outset expect to continue into the more
detailed subparts of the text, once they have gained
an overview. However, the subjects may also prefer
9LHZ %ORFN to defer the decision about whether to
continue into the more detailed subparts of the text
until after they have gained an overview. In both
cases the subjects prefer to read without the
interruption of – possibly – having to revert to
searching to open another viewer.
Most tasks solved with LOGICAL, VENN, and
ALL contain queries that return at least one hit that is
below target (80-95% of the solutions depending on
the retrieval mode). However, only 8-11% of the
solutions contain a below-target viewer. Thus, in
most cases the TeSS interface provides the subjects
with enough information about the structure of the
texts to avoid entering them at too detailed a level. A
similar analysis for the 0RUH command, which
expands a heading in the table of contents by adding
the next more detailed level of subheadings, reveals
that not a single 0RUH command is issued below

target. As long as the subjects are navigating down
through the structure of the text collection toward a
target text it seems that the browsing facilities
support them in effectively deciding when to stop
searching and start reading. However, the large
number of off-target viewers (all viewers are off
target in 20-29% of the solutions, see Table 4) testify
that information about the hierarchical structure of
the text collection is not enough to direct the subjects
down the right branches of the collection. This could
indicate a need for facilities aimed specifically at
supporting users in redirecting their searches.
 &RQFOXVLRQ

Users of information retrieval systems intertwine
searching and reading in order to find what they need
and explore what is available. In this study, we
investigate how 83 subjects intertwine searching and
reading while using four different modes of a fulltext retrieval system. We find that reading takes up at
least one third of the subjects’ task completion time,
irrespective of whether they use a retrieval mode that
offers browsing, querying, or a combination. During
the middle part of the tasks – the period from the
first to the last text viewer – the subjects spend more
time reading than searching. Although browsing and
querying are inherently different ways of seeking
information, the use of one or the other retrieval
mode generally seems to have only a limited impact
on how the subjects incorporate reading into their
information-seeking behaviour. Throughout the
study our findings are very consistent across retrieval
modes.
In accessing the text, the subjects show a clear
preference for viewers presenting the whole
subhierarchy of text belonging to a heading (i.e., they
prefer the 9LHZ EORFN command). Such viewers are
opened two to three times as often as viewers that
contain the text belonging to a heading but exclude
text belonging to its subheadings (i.e., the 9LHZ
IUDJPHQW command). The subjects who use 9LHZ
EORFN may from the outset intend to also read some
of the more detailed subparts of the text, or they may
be keeping this option open but deferring the actual
decision until they have gained an overview of the
text. By preferring viewers with text that spans
multiple levels of detail, the subjects avoid an

information-seeking behaviour where they alternate
back and forth between short periods of searching
and reading. This way the subjects achieve some
continuity.
The subjects seldom enter the text via lead-in
viewers, which can be utilised to turn from searching
to reading at a level above the hits and thereby
extend hits with more context. Thus, the 9LHZ EORFN
commands are mostly used to get more detail, as
opposed to more context. The subjects may perceive
formulating a query and exploring the hits as one
integrated process and, consequently, consider
opening a lead-in heading as straying from the path
they are currently pursuing. In effect, the hits
returned from a query have a strong influence on the
subjects’ information-seeking behaviour. As a further
indication of this, the majority of the lead-in viewers
are just one level above a hit.
All four retrieval modes provide information that
visualises the structure of the hierarchical text
collection. This information aims primarily at
providing the subjects with a feeling for the entire
collection, and it seems to effectively support the
subjects in avoiding to enter the text at a too detailed
level. However, across the retrieval modes an
average of 25% of the task solutions do not feature a
single viewer containing the information necessary to
solve the task. In these cases, the information about
the structure clearly failed to enable the subjects to
successfully focus and – subsequently – refocus their
efforts.
A total of 51% of the tasks are solved by subjects
who identify the answer to the task by searching and,
thereby, reduce the scope of their reading. However,
as much as 21% of the tasks are solved by subjects
who enter the text at a higher level in the text
hierarchy than the texts containing the answer and
rely on reading from there. This strongly indicates
that whereas reading is partly used as a subordinate
to searching, it is also used in place of searching.
Consequently, the texts containing the answers to the
tasks may not be the best entry points into the text
collection. Best entry points must strike a balance
between searching and reading, and this study shows
that the optimal balance is not achieved by assuming
that the amount of reading should be minimised.
Further studies are necessary to derive specific
criteria for determining best entry points.
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